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How many Ethics do we have? Is it a new one?
E. - A social, religious, or civil code of behaviour considered correct, esp that of a particular group,
profession, or individual
Collins dictionary

E. as well is a science - The study of what is morally right and wrong, or a set of beliefs about what is
morally right and wrong (ways considered by most people to be correct and honest)
Cambridge dictionary

• Bioethics - a practical ethic, oriented towards the development and establishment of a morally understanding attitude to
Life in general and to any Living One, to taking care of the rights of the bios.
• Medical ethics – a professional ethics, which includes traditional settings of “medical deontology” and new ethical issues
arising in the relationships in the "doctor-patient" system.
• Biomedical ethics – an applied ethics, the subject of which is the moral attitude of society as a whole and professionals –
biologists and physicians - to the human, his life, health, death both during the research conducted with his participation and
in the process of treatment.
Ethics in Biomedical technologies (DRAFT) – an applied professional ethics, the subject of which is the

moral attitude of biotech professionals – any scientists, biologists, medical researchers, technologists and
engineers, quality control specialists, managers, physicians - to the research objects and subjects, to their
duties, to ensure the biosafety of the cellular product, the patient and the reputation of the enterprise and the
biomedical industry as a whole.

Will ethical-technological «funnel» arise questions?

Should fundamental research be ethical limited?
Do not kill, do not maim, do not cause excessive
suffering to humans or animals. At least do not plan it.

Should technology-oriented research be ethical restricted ?
What biomedical cell products can be developed?

Questions:
-Acceptable sources
-Permissible indications

- Permissible manipulations

Is it necessary to limit applied research and R&D ethically ?
Do not kill, do not maim, do not cause excessive suffering to humans and animals. At least do not plan it.

1. Healthy animal

sick animal

human person

Why should it be possible to reduce the research of biomedical cellular products on living
animals as much as possible?
- An inadequate model at considerable cost
-The cause of possible errors
2. Healthy volunteer person

a sick person

But:
- The Adequate in vitro models are still insufficient

Can there be problems with Medical evidence of safety and
comparative efficacy in clinical trials?
Ethically related Questions:
 Should the comparison groups
receive basic treatment?
 How to investigate biomedical cell
products in cancer patients?
 How to study biomedical cell
products in pregnant women
according
to
indications
of
pregnancy?
 How to study biomedical cell
products in according to the
indications of fertility?
 How to investigate biomedical cell
products in children?

Federal Law #180
“On Biomedical Cell Products”

GCP “Biomedical Cell Products”

Is the ethics in manufacturing and circulation of biomedical cell
products fully guaranteed? It is impossible.
GCP “ On Biomedical Cell Products”

Existing Challenge:

Federal Law #180
“On Biomedical Cell Products”

how to control the absence of prohibited
cells (fetal, pediatric, animal cells) in
product?

• By sources of biomaterial for
production:
- No embryonic cells
- No fetal cells
- Do not destroy or damage the
embryo or fetus for cells
- No animal cells
- Almost complete ban on the use of
children's cells
- Strict donor health monitoring
• Other Features
- No sale and purchase of cells
- Voluntary and informed donorship
- Special conditions for the
production of autologous products
for infected people

The law “On biomedical cell products” regulates many, but not all
possible "cell" products

V
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(human cells +
pharmacological stations
+ medicine, or
substantially manipulated
cells = BMCP)

GENE THERAPY

TRANSPLANTATION of
minimally manipulated cells
(cytotherapy)

TRANSPLANTATION of
manipulated tissues

Medical Preparations with
intracellular structures

New products will constantly appear, which are now difficult to imagine

Can there be the ethical problems in Medical Application?

Federal Law #180
“On Biomedical Cell Products”

Ethically related Questions:
1. Will biomedical cell products be
geographically accessible to the public?
2. Will they be in state guarantees of medical
care?
3. Will it be possible to solve the logistical
problems with the "live" product?
4. Is it possible to train qualified specialists?
5. Will there be problems with the perception of
cell products as a "panacea" or "fraud"?
6. Will not the new branch of medicine be
discredited by the anarchic application of
products in the first stages?

Is it possible to have an objective expertise of the ethics of biomedical
research result? In principle, no, but
it is possible to reduce the subjectivity in the examination, excluding the influence of
groups of pressure, interests and lobbying in the ethics committee:
-

any religious organizations

-

news media and journalists

-

political organizations and politicians

-

business

-

government officials

- extreme public organizations

Challenges for the ethics in biomedical technology
-

the unstoppable development of scientific thought

-

the need for new technologies for medicine

-

economic trends

-

ecological problems

-

cultural trends

-

the influence of the media

-

belief in false authorities

-

belittling the role of science

-

excessive expectations from innovations

-

Global development of biomedicine

Do new technologies bring risks to ethics? Undoubtedly
• Изменения в этике, происходящие вслед за социальными переменами, произведенными
эволюцией технологии, характеризуются своеобразной адаптационностью, прежде всего
незамедлительной, и в этом смысле этика — это такая программа поведения, которая
вырабатывается на том уровне явлений, где она наиболее эффективна.
Changes in ethics that follow the social changes made by the evolution of technology are characterized by
a peculiar adaptability, especially immediate, and in this sense ethics is a program of behavior that is
developed at the level of phenomena where it is most effective.
• Технология гораздо более пригодна для уничтожения устоявшихся ценностей, чем для создания
новых. Форсирование в этом случае создания «возможностей» может привести к
«аксиологическому взрыву», то есть к развалу системы ценностей: подобное форсирование
может породить ситуацию, в которой жить очень легко, но не хочется.
Technology is much more suitable for destroying established values than for creating new ones. Forcing
the creation of "opportunities" in this case can lead to an "axiological explosion," that is, to the
collapse of the value system: such forcing can give rise to a situation in which it is very easy to live, but
I do not want to.
S.Lem. "Ethics of technology and technology of ethics“, 1967

Instead of the conclusion - April theses
1. The concept of the ethics of professionals in biomedical technology should be formulated and addressed not
only to biologists and physicians
2. Ethical principles of BMT should be discussed and determined by the consensus of professionals
3. It is useless to establish ethical constraints to the Basic research
4. Ethical limitations in R & D should ensure the safety, evidence and ethical comfort for the both researchers
and patients
5. The existing legislative and regulatory restrictions in manufacturing and turnover of BMCP are not sufficient
to prevent manipulation
6. It is necessary to try to minimize the unavoidable ethical costs in bringing the BIPM to the market and
introducing it into medical practice
7. Groups of pressure, interests and lobbying should not be able to influence the decisions of the ethical
consideration of the BMCP
8. Biomedical ethics will experience increasing pressure from science, from the prospects of new technologies,
from the needs of medicine, people, their desires, fears and opportunities, from the interest groups and
pressure.
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